Profiles of available Pier2Peer Mentors (as of April 2022)

Emel Kocaman (she/her)
Title: Ph.D. Student
Institution: Institute of Marine Sciences, Middle East Technical University, Mersin, TURKEY
Email: emellkocaman@gmail.com
Country: Turkey
Speaks: Türkçe, English
Field of expertise: Biology, Chemistry, Modeling
Region of work: Mediterranean Sea
Technical support I can offer: Basic training, Experimental design, OA observing technical support, Data management, QAQC, data sharing
Websites: http://ims.metu.edu.tr/people/kocaman-emel

Yingxu, Wu, PhD (he/him)
Title: Professor
Email: yingxu.wu@jmu.edu.cn
Country: China
Speaks: English, Mandarin Chinese
Field of expertise: Chemistry, Oceanography
Region of work: Arctic Ocean, Southern Ocean, Marginal seas, Continental shelf, Open ocean
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**Technical support I can offer:** Basic training, OA observing technical support, Data analysis and statistics, Data interpretation and manuscript preparation

---

Valentina Costa, PhD (she/her)

**Title:** Postdoctoral Researcher  
**Email:** vale.costa@gmail.com  
**Country:** Italy  
**Speaks:** English, French, Italian, Portuguese  
**Field of expertise:** Biology  
**Region of work:** Mediterranean Sea  
**Technical support I can offer:** Experimental design

---

Shannon Meseck, PhD (she/her)

**Title:** Research Chemist  
**Email:** shannon.meseck@noaa.gov  
**Country:** USA  
**Speaks:** English  
**Field of expertise:** Chemistry  
**Region of work:** North Atlantic  
**Technical support I can offer:** Analytical chemistry, Biological interactions
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Hales Burke, PhD (he/him)
Title: Professor
Email: bhales@coas.oregonstate.edu
Country: USA
Speaks: English
Field of expertise: Biogeochemistry
Region of work: Pacific
Technical support I can offer: Not defined

Chris Chambers, PhD (he/him)
Title: Research Fishery Biologist
Institution: NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), Northeast Fisheries Science Center, James J. Howard Marine Science Laboratory
Email: chris.chambers@noaa.gov
Country: USA
Speaks: English
Field of expertise: Fisheries ecology
Region of work: Atlantic
Technical support I can offer: Fisheries ecology, OA research and experimentation
NOAA webpage

Ferdinand Oberle, PhD
Title: Researcher
Institution: USGS (United States Geological Survey)
Email: foberle@usgs.gov
Country: USA
Speaks: English, Spanish, German
Field of expertise: Marine Geochemistry and Coastal Hydrology
Region of work: South Pacific and Arctic
Technical support I can offer: OA observing technical support, Analytical chemistry
Mentor message: “My primary work centers around coral reef habitats and arctic permafrost degradation”
ResearchGate
USGS webpage

Kunal Chakraborty, PhD
Title: Scientist
Institution: INCOIS (Indian National Centre for Ocean Information Services)
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Email: kcincoishyb@gmail.com
Country: India
Speaks: English
Field of expertise: Modelling
Region of work: Indian Ocean
Technical support I can offer: Modelling techniques
INCOIS webpage

Maryam Ghaemi, PhD
Title: Head of Persian Gulf Oceanography Center (Boushehr), Assistant Professor in Analytical Chemistry
Institution: Iranian National Institute for Oceanography and Atmospheric Science
Email: maryam.ghaemy@gmail.com
Country: Iran
Speaks: Farsi
Field of expertise: Chemistry
Region of work: Persian Gulf
Technical support I can offer: OA observing technical support, Analytical chemistry
Online CV

Muhamed Ashraf, PhD
Title: Principal Scientist
Institution: ICAR (Indian Council of Agricultural Research), Central Institute of Fisheries Technology
Email: ashrafp2008@gmail.com
Country: India
Speaks: English
Field of expertise: Chemistry
Region of work: Indian Ocean
Technical support I can offer: Analytical chemistry, Bio-optics, Biofouling and Biogeochemistry
ResearchGate

Joesph Salisbury, PhD
Title: Professor
Email: joe.salisbury@unh.edu
Country: USA
Speaks: English
Field of expertise: Chemistry
Region of work: North Atlantic
Technical support I can offer: OA observing technical support, Analytical chemistry
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Francis Sikoki, PhD (he/him)
Title: Professor
Email: francis.sikoki@uniport.edu.ng
Country: Nigeria
Speaks: English
Field of expertise: Bio--multistressor, pollutants

Silva Joăo, PhD (he/him)
Title: Principal Scientist
Email: jmsilva@ualg.pt
Country: Portugal
Speaks: Portugese
Field of expertise: Biology
Region of work: North Atlantic
Technical support I can offer: Macrophyte ecophysiology

Nayrah Shaltout, PhD
Title: Associate Professor
Institution: National Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries, Alexandria
Email: nshaltout@gmail.com
Country: Egypt
Speaks: English, Arabic
Field of expertise: Chemistry
Region of work: Mediterranean and Red Sea
Technical support I can offer: Analytical chemistry
ResearchGate
Ocean Expert Directory

Reggie Spaulding, PhD
Title: Director of Research
Institution: Sunburst Sensors
Email: reggie@sunburstsensors.com
Country: USA
Speaks: English
Field of expertise: Chemistry
Region of work: Global Ocean
Technical support I can offer: OA observing technical support, Analytical chemistry, Data management, QAQC, Data sharing
Mentor message: “My expertise is the iSAMI-pH”
ResearchGate
LinkedIn